Introduction
Recently, a femtosecond mode-locked laser has been developed to produce a comb of optical frequencies for precision measurements of absolute optical frequencies [ 1 I 
21.
A direct link between microwave and optical frequencies with a femtosecond laser comb (fs comb) has been realized [3, 41. A comparison of absolute optical frequency measurements between a traditional harmonicgeneration synthesis chain and an fs comb has been accomplished using an iodine-stabilized He-Ne laser as a transfer oscillator [SI.
The measurement accuracy of an optical frequency using an fs comb is usually limited by the frequency uncertainty of the microwave source. However, frequency offset of a few kHz is possibly observed between optical frequency standards (especially for those standards using gas cells).
We have observed such frequency offsets during our previous international comparisons of iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG lasers 161. Recent optical frequency measurement of an iodinestabilized Nd:YAG laser at NMIJiAIST [7] showed a frequency difference between NMU and JILA lasers [3, 81 . From metrological point of view, it is always important to confirm such difference using a different method. In the present paper, we compare the two absolute frequency measurements at NMIUAIST and JILA by conducting a direct frequency comparison using a portable iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG laser. The frequency repeatability of Y I and Y3 was 87 Hz and 59 Hz, respectively, measured over several weeks.
Comoarison
Before the round-trip intercomparison, frequency difference between Y I and Y3 was observed to be [9] fYl(.,Cq -fY,(.lOc) = 0.84 ( I 1) mz. (2) During the intercomparison at JILA, the portable laser Y 1 was compared with JILA-W. Figure 2 shows the measured frequency difference between JILA-W and Y 1 when the cold-finger temperahue of the iodine cells was set to -15 "C and -10 "C, respectively. Here we obtain
Fnu.w(.isc)-fyi(-ioc)=5.74(21) kHZ. (3)
The variation of the frequency difference is mainly Contributed from the adjustment of the beam overlapping in NMIJ-Y I . This adjustment was necessary because the beam overlapping was changed slightly during the transportation. During the frequencydifference measurement of YI and Y3 after the intercomparison, we performed six absolute frequency measurements for Y3 using the fs comb at NMIJ/AIST. These measurements gave a frequency value of Y3 as [7] fyx.lK)= 563 260 223 508.26 (12) kHz. 
